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4 BEDROOMS - SLEEPS 8 ADULTS
Pristine sand, a park & boardwalk literally at your door, this is the newer style beach home you have been looking for.
White, light, breezy, beautifully & tastefully appointed! The pool area is central to the home & entertaining areas & also
boasts a sunken SPA for complete relaxation! 2 covered outdoor entertaining areas which connect to the garden, pool,
living & kitchen areas seamlessly. We take great pride presenting this lovely, understated, yet sophisticated beach home
to you!
The property has a Sonos music system installed throughout the outdoor & indoor living areas
Unlimited Wifi & internet access.
Netflix & Stan streaming
Nintendo Wii & Xbox.
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Bar fridge & outdoor bbq kitchenette
Air-conditioning in all bedrooms & living areas
Bikes, surfboards & a trampoline.
The downstairs bathroom also has direct access from the garden for those who wish to head straight to the shower after a
day at the beach.
There is also an aditional outdoor shower by the pool.
A lounge and office are located on the ground floor which can be closed off for privacy, upstairs there is an additional
lounge area opposite the bedrooms.
The Master bedroom suite has a generous walk-in robe and magnificent en-suite.
A full size family bathroom is also located on the top floor with a separate toilet.
The bathrooms in this home are superbly done!
There is also a powder room and shower located on the ground floor of the home.
The Kitchen is stunningly finished and includes everything you could possible need & more - just a few of those extras
include: a Soda stream, a Coffee machine including pods, a sandwich toaster, egg maker, slow cooker etc Also a large
walk through pantry.
The rear of the property has direct access to the Park & the Beach & boardwalk, & the large lush green backyard includes
an enclosed trampoline for the kids.
The master bedroom suite has a balcony & sitting area that overlooks the pool & there is still yet another roof deck
accessible by a spiral staircase which has 360 views.
This home has so much to offer and is an exceptional holiday experience for the whole family.
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